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Abstract
Software agents have been recognized as one of the main building blocks of the emerging infrastructure
for the Semantic Web, but their relationship with more standard components, such as Web servers and
clients, is still not clear. At the server side, a possible role for agents is to enhance the capabilities of servers
using their intelligence to provide more complex services and behaviors. In this paper we explore the role
of agents at the server side presenting an Open Service Architecture (OSA) which extends the centralized
Internet Reasoning System (IRS-II) to a distributed scenario. The architecture uses a distributed facilitation protocol which integrates Web Services with agent communication languages. Finally we present an
implementation which extends Tomcat with these features.
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Introduction

Although there are many small-scale examples of implemented systems which provide knowledge services on the Web, several issues concerning the full exploitation of semantic Web technologies in the Internet remain open. A significant challenge to address is the design of distributed reasoning infrastructures tightly integrated with current Internet components and technologies that would allow semantic Web Services [10, 9] to be exploited in the large. While new
standards are emerging such as the Ontology Web Language (OWL) [16], and the community
is currently addressing many central issues as the design of a Web Service Modelling Ontology
(WSMO) [4], there is still not a widely accepted architecture for the underlying reasoning infrastructure.
Agents have been recognized as one of the main building blocks of this emerging infrastructure, but their role is still not completely depicted. For example, their relationship with more
standard components such as Web servers and clients, is still not clear. When used at the client
side agents should provide intelligent support and advanced services to user for example being able to retrieve, compose and execute semantic Web Services (semi)automatically. However
another possible role for agents is to enhance the capabilities of servers using their intelligence
to provide more complex services and behaviors. For example the Internet Reasoning Service
(IRS-II) [12] is a knowledge based server which supports the publication, location, composition
and execution of semantic Web Services. The IRS provides facilities to achieve complex tasks, if
all the needed services are available. It explicitly distinguishes between tasks (what to do) and
methods (how to achieve tasks) and as a result supports capability-driven service invocation,
flexible mappings between services and problem specifications and dynamic, knowledge-based
service selection.
We argue that the features of the IRS can be generalized and distributed over the Internet
extending Web servers with the IRS functionalities. According to this idea a Web server can be
seen as an agent which manages knowledge-level descriptions of its capabilities and is able to
cooperate with other “intelligent Web servers” in order to perform complex tasks.
In this paper we try to clarify this view of agents at the server side proposing an Open Service
Architecture (OSA) which integrates the IRS framework with agent communication languages in
a distributed setting.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall the approach and the architecture of
IRS-II. Then in Section 3 we propose a Knowledge-Level Open Service Architecture (OSA) which
extends Web servers with the IRS functionalities and agent’s capabilities providing semantic Web
Services. In Section 4 we focus on the architecture of a single node of the proposed OSA. Then in
Section 5 we present a Tomcat based implementation of the OSA. The final Section of the paper
contains our conclusions and highlights our future work.

2

IRS-II

IRS-II [12] is a framework and implemented infrastructure which is aimed at supporting the
publication, location, composition and execution of semantic Web Services. IRS-II has three main
classes of features which distinguish it from other work on semantic Web Services. Firstly, it
supports one-click publishing of standalone software: IRS-II automatically creates the appropriate
wrappers, given pointers to the standalone code. Secondly, it explicitly distinguishes between
tasks (what to do) and methods (how to achieve tasks) and as a result supports capability-driven
service invocation, flexible mappings between services and problem specifications, and dynamic
knowledge-based service selection. Finally, IRS-II services are web service compatible: standard
web services can be trivially published through the IRS-II and any IRS-II service automatically
appears as a standard web service to other web service infrastructures.
2.1 IRS-II Approach
Semantic Web Services are described by means of the UPML framework [7] developed within
the IBROW project [1]. Figure 1 shows how a single knowledge based application would be
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described in UPML terms. The UPML framework partitions knowledge into four classes of components: Task Models, which provide a generic description of the task to be solved, Problem
Solving Methods (PSMs), which provide abstract, implementation independent descriptions
of reasoning processes that can be applied to solve tasks in specific domains, Domain models, which describe the domain of an application and Bridges, which specify mappings between
the different model components within an application. Each class of component is specified by
means of an appropriate ontology.

Ontology

Ontology

Bridge

Task Model

Bridge

PSMs

Bridge

Domain Model
Application Specific
Knowledge

Application Specific
Knowledge

Knowledge Intensive Application
Ontology

Library

Figure 1. The UPML framework.

The application of the UPML framework to semantic Web Services provides a number of
advantages. In particular, the explicit separation between tasks and methods provides [12]:
• A task-based mechanism for aggregating services. It is possible to specify service types (i.e.
tasks) independently from specific service providers.
• A basic model for dealing with ontology mismatches. UPML assumes that the mapping
between methods and tasks may be mediated by bridges. In practice this means that if task
T is specified in ontology A and a method M is specified in ontology B, which can be used
to solve T, it is still possible to use M to solve T, provided the appropriate bridge is defined.
• Capability-driven service discovery and invocation (find me a service that can solve problem X).
2.2

IRS-II Architecture

The overall architecture of the IRS-II is shown in Figure 2. The main components are the IRS
Server, the IRS Publisher and the IRS Client, which communicate through a SOAP-based protocol [3].
IRS Server

IRS Publisher
Lisp

IRS Client
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O
A

Domain Models

S
O

Method Specifications
+ Registry of Implementers

P
Task Specifications
+ SOAP Binding

A

IRS Publisher
Java

P

Ontologies

IRS Publisher
Java WS

Figure 2. The IRS-II architecture.

The IRS server holds descriptions of semantic web services at two different levels. A knowledge level description is stored using the UPML framework of tasks, PSMs and domain models
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represented internally in OCML [11]. Additionally, two sets of mappings are used to connect
the knowledge level descriptions to a specific web service. The IRS Publisher plays two roles
in the IRS-II framework. Firstly, it links web services to PSMs within the IRS server. Secondly,
it automatically generates a set of wrappers which turn standalone Lisp or Java code into a web
service linked to a PSM. A key feature of IRS-II is that web service invocation is capability driven.
The IRS Client supports this by providing functionalities, which are task centric. An IRS-II user
simply asks for a task to be achieved and the server locates an appropriate PSM and then invokes
the corresponding web service.

3

A Knowledge Level Open Service Architecture

An Open Service Architecture (OSA) is a software infrastructure that makes a dynamic set of
services available to users and agents over the Web. An OSA defines standard mechanisms for
creating, naming, discovering and integrating such Web Services. The nodes of current Web
Services architecture [14] are Web servers which use Web Service Description Language (WSDL)
and the Universal Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) registry to provide the above
facilities [3, 15].
We describe here a Knowledge-Level extension of this architecture which extends Web servers
with the IRS functionalities and agents’ capabilities providing semantic Web Services [10, 9].
Agents becomes the main building block of this architecture. They are geographically distributed
(as Web servers are) and can provide a set of semantic Web Services to the outside world which
constitute their capabilities. Each agent is able to retrieve, execute and compose Web Services
published by other agents in order to achieve its goals or provide more sophisticated services.
Moreover each agent provides the IRS features: it supports one-click publishing of “standard”
programming code and it is based on knowledge modeling research on reusable components for
knowledge-based systems [6, 11].
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Figure 3. In an Open Service Architecture agents are geographically distributed and provide a set of
semantic Web Services to the outside world.

Semantic Web Services allow agents to perform complex problem solving operations and dynamic reconfiguration of available services. However several issues arise in designing an OSA
which will enable agents to fully exploit these potentialities. We address some of them in the
following, and later, in the conclusions, we outline those we have not taken into consideration.
A first issue is related to the geographically distributed nature of the nodes of the OSA which
are subject to possible failures or network partitions. Most of the available knowledge based
systems on the Web (such as the IRS-II) concentrate their efforts on knowledge modeling issues
and there is still a relatively little attention to issues that derive from the distributed nature of
these architectures. For example the IRS-II is a centralized system where all the available services
should be published. If the IRS-II server is not reachable there is no way to use the semantic
Web Services it provides, even if their standard instances (without the semantic annotations)
are reachable. We claim that a KL-OSA should be based on distributed reasoning services, and
as a consequence of this should be designed to support distributed reasoning protocols which
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function in the presence of failures or network partitions. Moreover each node should support
the publication of Web Services which are developed locally in a given site and should provide a
protocol to broadcast these capabilities to other nodes.
Another important issue related to the distribution of the reasoning service is to establish a
standard interface for these agents. This interface should allow user to invoke semantic Web
Services using high level mechanisms, but should also support agent-to-agent interaction. We
argue that the current standards for invoking Web Services which are based on SOAP over HTTP
implementing simple invocation-response patterns are not adequate for this purpose. On the
other hand we claim that agent communication languages can be successfully used for this task,
especially if they provide support for fault tolerant communication primitives as suggested in
[5].
In the following we outline the main features of our Knowledge Level OSA. We assume knowledge level agents [8], that is, they should concern with the use, request and supply of knowledge
without dealing with symbol level issues. As in IRS-II, our OSA holds descriptions of semantic Web Services at a knowledge level, that is, knowledge level descriptions of Web Services are
stored by means of the UPML framework of tasks, PSMs and domain models.
Open architecture. New Web Services can be activated creating new agents which deal with
them, publishing new services, or augmenting available Web Services with semantic descriptions
as in IRS-II.
Agent Communication. Agents access services and communicate each other using a fault tolerant
Agent Communication Language (ACL) which provides one-to-one and one-to-many primitives
[5]. We assume an asynchronous communication and a reliable message passing, i.e., whenever
a message is sent it must be eventually received by the target agent (thus we do not handle
communication failures, such as send or receive omission). The asynchrony of the system implies
that there is no bound on message delay, clock drift or the time necessary to execute a step (so we
omit all timing-based failures).
Competences of Agents. Each agent can provide a set of semantic Web Services which constitutes
its capabilities. We assume that capabilities of each agent are known by all the other agents.
That is, when an agent updates its Knowledge Base (KB) with a new capability (for example
adding a task Tk ), it forwards this information to all the other agents, for example by means of an
agent primitive register(myself, Tk ) as in [5]. We also assume that agents communicate only their
capabilities, not their PSMs. Therefore each agent knows all the problems which can be solved
by the OSA, but it knows how to solve a task only if it has in its KB a PSM which can solve the
task.
Crash Failures. Agents are subject to possible crash failures. A crashed agent stops prematurely
and does nothing from that point on. Before stopping, however, it behaves correctly2 . An OSA
should deal with such failures preventing agents to wait answers from crashed agents. To this
purpose our OSA is integrated with a distributed failure detector [2] which allows agents to detect
crashed agents. As we show in next Section, the distributed failure detector allows also to add
fault tolerance to the primitives of the ACL.
Agents are able to find, execute and compose available Web Services providing more sophisticated instances of them, as shown in Figure 4. In that Figure, two scenarios of Web Service
requests are illustrated. In Scenario 1 the agent A asks an agent P for a Web Service S. P is able to
provide S and it replies to A. Scenario 2 is more complex: to execute the Web Service S, P needs
to execute other services. If P is not able to solve these tasks by itself, it requests the services to
2. Note that more severe types of failures can occur in these architectures. A well known classification of process failures
in distributed systems can be found in [13].
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Figure 4. Examples of Web Service requests using an ACL

other agents which are able to solve them. When it receives all the replies it executes the service
S and then it replies to A.

4

The IRS Agent

In this section we describe in details the architecture of a single node of our knowledge level OSA.
A node is a Web server which integrates an agent providing the IRS functionalities. Although all
the emerging standards for the semantic Web use formalisms based on XML, we have chosen to
support the integration of any knowledge representation language in our agents, provided that
they satisfy a set of well defined requirements which are illustrated in the next section. In fact
most of AI systems are still being developed using specific AI technologies and languages which
usually are not compliant with Web standards, they usually provide powerful engines and a rich
set of libraries. From a practical point of view it is not feasible to translate all these technologies
in XML based formalism. Therefore we claim that an adequate mechanism should be designed
for integrating agents, as cgi and more recently servlets have been developed to access standard
application.

FAILURE
DETECTOR

PSfrag replacements
which need control

incoming messages

FACILITATOR

KL−AGENT

outgoing messages

Figure 5. The architecture of a single node of the distributed IRS.

The architecture we propose is presented in Figure 5; it extends a Web server with three components:
• KL-agent: operates at the knowledge level, provides a set of semantic Web Services and it is
able to perform complex problem solving operations interacting with other agents. A KLagent is reactive (it reacts to requests of services) but it can also have a proactive function
to solve complex tasks.
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• facilitator: this component is associated to a KL-agent and implements a distributed facilitator mechanism which provides anonymous (contents based) facilities to retrieve and request services. It registers the competences of a KL-agent and forwards these competences
to other facilitators executing a distributed protocol. The facilitator should use semantic
web standards such as OWL-s to represents the competence of agents.
• failure detector: this component implements a distributed failure detector mechanism. It
monitors all the nodes in the system and communicates to the facilitator those that it currently suspects to have crashed.
In principle several KL-agents with the associated facilitator can be accommodated in a single Web server. The facilitator and the failure detector are though to be tightly integrated with
the Web server, while the aim of the agent is to provide an independent component. The agents
has no constraints on the implementation language or knowledge representation formalisms it
adopts, but it reacts to a well defined protocol based on the standard primitives of an agent communication language. The primitives of this ACL [5] can be divided into four categories as shown
in Table 1. Contents based services requests are realized as one-to-many primitives: whenever
an agent needs a given service which solve a task T it can execute these multicast primitives.
The language supports an anonymous interaction protocol which has been developed for Open
Service Architectures and which is integrated with standard agent-to-agent primitives. This allows an agent to perform a request of services based on contents without knowing the name of
the recipient agent. If required they can also continue the cooperation using agent-to-agent communication primitives. Another feature that our ACL provides to Open Services Architectures
is a support for agent creation and cloning. Thus new agents and new services can be created
dynamically and become part of the problem solving activity.

5

An implementation based on Tomcat

A sketch representing how a generic node is implemented can be found in figure 6. We have
chosen to build our OSA on a stable framework: the Apache Web Server together with the Tomcat
Servlet/JSP container.

Logical view of a node
FAILURE
DETECTOR

SOAP on dedicated
Unix socket
FACILITATOR

KL−AGENT

Web Server

SOAP Server

SOAP over TCP
SOAP over TCP

Figure 6. Implemented agent architecture.

In our implementation the facilitator and the failure detector are integrated into the Web
server, while the agent can be coded in any language that supports SOAP communication. Both
UBLCS-2004-14
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Table 1. Knowledge-level specification of ACL primitives

Agent primitives

Knowledge-level behaviour

Standard Conversation primitives
insert(A, B, p)

Agent B asks agent A to insert a proposition p in its KB.

ask-one(A, B, T)

Agent B asks agent A for a service which solves the task T.

tell(A, B, T)

Agent B sends agent A an instantiation of T.

One-to-many primitives (Contents based services requests)
ask-everybody(B, T)
ask-first(B, T)
ask-best(L, B, T)
all-answers(T)

Agent B asks all agents which are able to solve T for a solution of T.
Agent B asks all agents which are able to solve T for a solution of T
and it gets the first one.
Agent B asks the first agent in the list L despite failures, say C, for a
solution of T.
This predicate succeeds when an agent receives all the answers relative to a given task request T despite failures.

Registration of new services
register(B, T)

An agent B tells other agents that is able to solve the task T.

unregister(B, T)

An agent B tells other agents that is no longer able to solve the task
T.

Support for open architectures
hello(A, B)
create(B, w)
clone(B)

bye

An external agent B sends agent A a request to be added to the system.
Creates a new agent (i.e., a facilitator and KL-Agent on the same Web
server) with a new name B and a new knowledge base w. The name
of the new agent is known only by the agent that creates it.
When an agent executes this primitive it creates a new agent (i.e., a
facilitator and KL-Agent on the same Web server) with a new name
B which has the same competences of the creator (if the agent A was
registered in the system for the task Tk and A clones itself creating
the agent B, then B will also be registered for Tk );
Terminates the execution of the IRS-agent which performs the primitive. This information is sent to all the IRS-agents in the system.

the facilitator and the failure detector can be seen as the infrastructure that manages the communication.
Messages from the facilitator to the local agent are first translated into SOAP messages, and
then sent using a standard Unix socket (activated at initialization time). Messages from local
agent to other agents are always sent to the local facilitator, and then processed. The local agent
uses SOAP over TCP protocol to send the message, the same techniques used by facilitators
to talk with other facilitators. From the facilitator point of view, the only way to distinguish
a message sent by the local agent from another message sent by another agent is to check the
UBLCS-2004-14
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sender field in the message itself.
The facilitator is designed to be integrated as a SOAP service. To achieve this goal we have
used the latest Apache SOAP library. With this library, SOAP services can be easily published
and used as rpc commands. We made some modifications to this library in order to achieve
asynchronous communication. In fact, the original procedure that implements the call of these
methods integrates a failure mechanism, so the program that asks for a SOAP service waits for
an acknowledge message. This was not correct for our implementation because we delegate
communication errors to the failure detection component. So we made a little hack to this library
in order to supply an extra function used to achieve a totally asynchronous call. The new method
is called invoke-async and it is a function that doesn’t return any value. In this way the sender
does not wait for a response and failures are always handle by the failure detector system.
Using the Apache SOAP library, the facilitator exports its methods to the system. The methods
published by the facilitator are a superset of the agent primitives found in table 1. They contains
all the primitives functions used by agents like insert, ask-one, tell, etc. and a new one,
named agents-list used only at the facilitator level to retrieve names and related capabilities
of known agents. Almost all of these primitives contain two different code sections that handle
the two different situations: when the message is received from the local agent or when it is
received from another agent in the network.
At the facilitator level some primitives, like ask-one and tell, have an extra parameter
used to identify the right answer of the message, as specified in [5]. To deeply understand how
the communication is implemented, suppose that agent A would communicate with agent B.
Suppose that the selected communication primitive is the ask-one(B, A, p). Agent B will
receive the message and then reply with the primitive tell(A, B, r). The communication
protocol we have implemented is not related to how the messages p and r are coded, and allows
agent B to reply with the tell primitive without any specific reference to the previous ask-one
message. This goal is achieved implementing the ask-one primitive as a callback function. The
communication process from agent A to agent B is the following:
• agent A sends an ask-one(B, A, p) message to its facilitator.
• the facilitator of the agent A receives the message and starts a callback function that sends
the message to the facilitator of the agent B and waits for the related reply.
• the facilitator of the agent B forwards the message to agent B
Facilitators play a fundamental role in this communication process. When agent A sends the
message to its facilitator, some operations starts:
• the facilitator starts a new thread containing a callback function;
• a tag that identifies the new thread is generated;
• the message p, together with the tag, is sent to the facilitator of agent B;
• the new thread waits for the associated reply. It will recognize the correct message because
the related tell primitive will have the same tag associated to the message r. Once the
reply is retrieved, the tag is deleted from the message r, and then the correct primitive
tell(A, B, r) is sent back to agent A.
Two meaningful primitives are the init and the hello. The facilitator code provides an
initialization function, init, that should be called before anything else. This function provides
some variable initialization, starting the log subsystem and initializes the communication with
the local agent via a standard Unix socket. The init method requires one parameter that specifies the port number that must be used for the communication within the agent. In our vision the
name of the agent is composed by two parts: the hostname of the machine that hosts the service
and the ObjectURI, that represents the id of the service. However in the prototype that we have
realized we refer to an agent with just the hostname, so the hostname identifies the agent itself.
UBLCS-2004-14
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The problem of integrating agents from disconnected networks is addressed by the hello
primitive (and the related agents-list method). The hello method requires two parameters:
the name of the sender and the name of the receiver. The receiver agent replies with its list of all
known agents and their capabilities (using the agents-list method) and then stores the sender
in its list of known agents, if it was not there before. The list of the agents and their capabilities is
then retrieved and stored by the facilitator.
5.1 Integrating the IRS functionalities
In the current prototype we have only integrated a subset of the IRS system. The IRS is integrated
realizing an agent which accept SOAP messages implemented in OCML. This is achieved transforming the IRS-II server which was based on a lisp HTTP server into a more simple SOAP server.
The IRS client and the IRS publisher are realized as Web pages, which contains the standard invocations to the IRS operations for publishing and achieving tasks. The glue code generated
for accessing the published services is similar to one generated in the centralized version of the
IRS-II, but their competences are registered in the facilitator.

6

Conclusions

We have presented the design of a KL OSA which integrates the IRS-II system with a standard
Web server in a distributed scenario. The nodes of our OSA are agents which use knowledge
modelling technologies and communicate using a fault-tolerant ACL. We have implemented the
first prototype of our OSA, but for the lack of time some problems remain open. The failure
detection system is not already developed at this time, although we don’t see particular implementation problems. Giving agents the possibility to reply to a message without specify the
referred message offers an abstraction layer that must be carefully handled. There are a variety
of methods that could be used: we have choosen to integrate a callback function in the primitives
that do interactive communication, but we need more intensive testing. The clone is another
unimplemented feature in the prototype. We are studying if the implementation should be limited on local machine or, otherwise, which enhancement could lead the possibility to do a clone
primitive on remote machines. Our OSA is still independent about the way the communication
messages between agents are internally realized. In the prototype we have built only simple
forms of messages, with a syntax like Prolog or Lisp. But other complex specification of the service can be used. We’re investigating on the integration of a description model for semantic web
services, either OWL-S or WSMO. WSMO also propose an interesting architecture for the orchestration of Web services which could be integrated in this setting. Finally, some work should be
done refining the startup of an agent and its facilitator and to support the integration with all the
functionalities provided by the IRS-II system.
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